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NOVEMBER MEETING:
Wednesday,
November 14, 2012

Dinner and Chit-Chat: 5:30-6:30 PM
Meeting- 7:00 PM- Sharp

American Legion Post #2
2125 S. Industrial Park Ave.
in Tempe

Dateline....Silver Creek....October 10, 2012
Gerry (...the other DFC Trout Bum) and I were there on Wednesday and he caught 5 this
size and bigger – caught about 10 altogether. I caught one large one – sometimes that is all
it takes.
Kitty Wiemelt, DFC Trout Bum
kitty@kittywiemelt.com

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

"I just found the hole you were talking about."

Don't you forget about what we might be talking about...
See you at the DFC Club meeting on
Wednesday, November 14th.

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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Making an
Effective
Downstream
Drift

Question: There are some spots I fish where the only way I can get a fly to the trout
is by casting from upstream. I have two problems. First, I find it really hard to get a
good drift because the fly often drags soon after it lands. Second, when I do manage
to get a strike, I miss a lot of fish. What can I do?
Answer: This is a problem that plagues many anglers. When I was a guide in Yellowstone National Park, I found a fantastic spot—a deep hole where some of the largest
cutthroats in the Yellowstone River would rise to the daily hatch of blue-winged olives. Because the fish held in the center of the pool, the only way to get a fly to them
was to wade out on a ledge of volcanic rock and make a 40-foot straight-downstream
cast, followed by a 5- to 10-foot dead drift with an Olive Sparkle Dun. Most of my
clients found this presentation nigh impossible at first, but once I taught them to
make “sloppy” casts, they figured it out.

by Philip Monahan

Article submitted by our DFC Trout Bum,
John Mayer
jsmayer47@gmail.com

So, your first order of business is to learn to make a slack-line cast. I discuss this topic
extensively in an article called “Whatever It Takes” available on MidCurrent.com.
Check out the section called “Downstream Dead Drift.”
Once you’ve got the cast and the drift figured out, though, you’ve still got the hooksetting problem. It’s clear why hooking fish from this angle is difficult: the angler is
pulling directly away from the fish’s mouth. In some cases, when the angler can see
the fish rising to the fly, the temptation to set the hook before the fish even closes its
mouth is too great, and the fly disappears before the fish even has a chance to grab it.
So you need to learn to wait an extra beat before setting the hook. After the fish takes
the fly, it will turn to head back to the stream bottom. If you set while the fish is turning, you’re more likely to bury the hook in the side or corner of the trout’s mouth.
The bigger problem is the slack in the line. You need that slack to achieve the drift,
but that same slack makes it more difficult to get tight to the fish. The classic rod-tipto-the-sky setting motion may do nothing more than pick up the slack nearest you.
Instead, set the hook by sweeping the rod backward, low and parallel to the water
and making a quick strip. This technique removes the slack from the line and uses
the tension of the line still on the water to drive the hook home. Sweep the rod to
your downstream side, to avoid dragging the line across your body, where it could
get caught on one of the gewgaws on your vest. Once the fish is hooked, then you
can raise the tip and start stripping like a madman to remain connected to the trout.
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ALL POLITICIANS ARE LIARS
And some fly fishers embellish the truth. It was a late
September day when I checked my phone messages, one stood
out from the rest. The message said, “Vince, this is Barack, pick
Mitt and I up at Falcon Field, early Thursday morning.....”
“We need a day off from the campaign, and we would like to
fish one of the Rim creeks.” “By the way, you're driving.” I was
thinking great, I was planning to fish the Rim anyway. Contrary
to popular belief Mitt and Barack don't hate each other. Politics
is sorta like pro wrestling, it's not for the fainthearted, and there
is a lot of fabricated indignation.
As usual the politicians showed up without anything, but an
empty outstretched hand. They needed to “borrow” a three
weight fly rod and some Elk Hair Caddis. I didn't figure they
would have time to pack a lunch, so I had a couple extra peanut
butter and jelly on a bagel sandwiches, and a big bag of Cheetos. The secret service guys picked up some sandwiches when we
stopped for gas, and it's no exaggeration that both Barack and
Mitt hid out in the restroom until I paid for the gas. Not much
difference than my usual bunch of fishing buddies.
When we got stream side I am thinking, that these are the most
inept mediocre fly fishers I have ever seen. I am just glad that the
secret service guys know how to tie an improved clench knot.
We are rigged up and ready to fish, Mitt is on the first pool and

by Vince Deadmond, DFC Trout Bum

hooks a squirrel with his backcast. As you could imagine, it's a
real fracas. Wasting no time Barack steps up to the next pool,
and as he casts . . . I hear my wife Debi say, “Vince, wake up.”
“You fell asleep in the LazyBoy watching CNN again.” “Don't go
to bed without cleaning up all of those Cheetos.”
Well, I had been fishing that day with my fly fishing buddy Dick
Brooks, and I had spent about seven hours fishing up stream on
Horton Creek. This is not the easiest place to fish, it's a 4 mile
hike up the Rim to the springs, but it is spectacular looking in
the fall. It has great plunge pools that beg to be fished. The water is low and clear this time of year and the fish are spooky.
The creek is covered with a canopy of trees and yes it would be
possible to hook a squirrel with your back cast. We had talked
politics, caught a few small Brown Trout, and Dick had paid for
the gas. It had been a good day. If Dick and I were politicians, we
would promise that those 10 inch Brown Trout would soon be 20
inch fish, and there would be prosperity for all. Just remember
that all politicians are liars, and some fly fishers embellish the
truth. Don't forget to vote.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy can be reached
at Best Hardware 237 N Apache Trail Apache Junction, AZ
vince@ajbest.com and 480 982 7461.
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Introduction to Fly Tying starting up at Bass Pro Shops

￼ There will be an introduction to fly tying at Bass Pro Shops held on

November 27th and another on December 11th.
Each class will run from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Tables will be set up in the fly shop of one of conference rooms for the first 20 people
that sign up. These classes are open to public as well as DFC members.
You will need to call Bass Pro Fly shop or stop by and ask to have name put on the list.
These classes are intended for those that are interested in learning to tie flies but haven’t
started yet. It will include overview of the basic tools and materials plus tying your first
fly. If you have equipment bring it along. (A vise, bobbin, thread hackle pliers and scissors should be enough to tie your first fly). The club can provide tools for 6 or 7 people if
you don’t have them yet. Material will be provided.
The class will be continued after the first of the year but may change to tying other basic
patterns that teach materials, handling and techniques. If you are interested in taking
the series of beginning tying classes, there will be an opportunity to sign up during the
introduction. That gives the chance to work out common schedules for smaller groups.
Of course, we can also schedule at any of the DFC meetings.
For those that are experienced, check in at the fly shop, Jacque has plans for intermediate or advanced tying sessions twice a month but had not set dates the last time we
discussed.

Further info contact: BOB HARRISON, DFC Trout Bum at: Harrn7963@aol.com
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EOB EOB EOB EOB EOB EOB
I cannot in all honesty sit here and say that I do not
enjoy catching trout. Salmonids are beautiful in a way
that no other fish are. I would desperately love to be a trout
bum, but the reality of where I reside can make that a stretch.
That is why I am an EOB, or equal opportunity bum. To me
no fish is unworthy of being caught. I relish in catching all
types of fish in all types of water. Nothing is off limits. This
is due in part to necessity. Our state is not known for excessive trout waters, or water of any kind for that matter, but
we’ve all heard that a million times over. To combat our dehydrated acreage we just have to be more open minded about
that which we are pursuing. When we take off our trout
blinders, bass, tilapia, and even carp become realistic targets.
I do not let my surroundings hinder my love of the sport
because truthfully there is an abundance of fishable waters
right in front of us. There are reservoirs and canals that pulse
through the city, teeming with fish. Game and Fish does a
phenomenal job of providing numerous fishing prospects all
over the urban sprawl. Additionally, the next time you hit

the links take a peek in those water hazards. I’m thinking
of picking up the game just for a shot at some of those hogs.
So if anything, these extra opportunities have enhanced my
ardor for fly fishing. I recently caught my first carp, the most
persnickety fish I have yet to encounter, in an urban setting.
For those who have yet to experience this, I envy you. That
first time your reel is screaming is a sensation like no other. I
can only liken the experience to hitching your rod to a freight
train and trying to hold on. The fights are intense and generally long uphill battles for control. I have seen anglers instantly spooled by carp. But what ho!? There is no love to be
had for the carp?! They are actually quite cute in their own
oily, slimy sort of way. So I say, the next time you head out
for a day on the water, go pay it forward to this down trodden
fish. Show them some love. Lift that vanity veil and see the
beauty and fun that carp have to offer. I promise you will not
be disappointed.

Kristen Kile, DFC Trout Bum
kilekristen@yahoo.com
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One of those trips!

South Padre, Texas and red fish as long as your leg (mine
any way) everywhere.

It starts with an idea on getting out of city for a little quality fishing.
There is always a list of possible destinations. Some are new places you
have heard about. Others are places to go back to when you can. Then
there are the other considerations. Who would be going with you. Taking the trip with wife or fishing buddies are completely different plans.
In this case, It has been a few years since I fished South Padre or Port
Mansfield Texas. They haven’t had big storms or really bad cold spells
(Texas calls these Northers for a reason) for a few years. Then there is
the opportunity. Southwest has an airfare special and you can get to
Harlingen for $200 and change. My wife will be along on this ride too.
Are you kidding – going to the beach and not include her. Not a real
choice. Well maybe there is someone else that would like a shot at a few
Red fish. A quick phone call and Heck Yes. Arrangements are shared
back and forth within the window of the airfare special. Everything is
a go.
It has been a few years since last trip. What flies are they using? I still
have a few from the previous trip. Of course there is a whole new set
listed on the guide’s web pages. Don’t ever ask someone that uses fly tying as therapy how many flies they are carrying. A vague 10 boxes or so
is a likely answer. One advantage is that Southwest lets you check two
bags without additional charge. The Alaska bag with the basement and
long enough for 4 piece rod cases only limits to keeping weight under
50 pounds.
One of our fellow members spends the late summer over there every
year. Do you think he would answer his phone. No one seems to know
how to reach a certain Bob Howard up to time we left. The mail box for
that number is the consistent response. Just say it is a small world.
Time to leave - Let’s skip to being there and leave the story about
the airports to others to tell. Enough to say the early afternoon arrival
turned into check in around midnight.
We are in South Texas – Harlingen, Port Mansfield, Arroyo City, Port
Isabel, South Padre and Brownsville as all names are in the vicinity. We
spend first day getting bearings, checking what changed from previous
trips, stop at the local community center (also known as Wal-Mart) for
snacking sustenance. There is a parade for high school homecoming
blocking the highway. Stop for ice cream to wait it out. Ice cream shop
is closed – back to Wal-Mart to get a chocolate dip cone. Who is just
getting out of their pick up across from the slot we pull into? None
other than the wayward Bob Howard and his wife. It seems they are
now residents of Texas and in process of getting household goods from
Star Valley to Port Isabel. Phone numbers are new. Addresses are new.
He provides a ‘As long as you are here’, there is fishing access are all
over the place – if you know where it is allowed and where not to sink
up to knees in the soft bottom. There is a place across from the high
school , a couple up by the bridge, over by Coast Guard station, in the
Isle Blanca park with only the last one requiring a ($6 per vehicle) fee.

There is also 20 miles of beach for surf fishing if you are so inclined and
have a vehicle to traverse the soft sections of sand. We managed to fish
several of them and caught fish at each of them.
Did I mention the wind blows in that part of the country? Dead calm
is a rarity. A stiff breeze is normal. 25 mph by about noon isn’t uncommon. (Most fly fishers give up by that point – unless you use the Coast
Guard station as a wind break).
We had names of likely guides from Larry Allen – the other DFC
member that frequents the area. The one that fit out interest best said we
could go out any of the days but thought we really wanted to hold off for
Monday. We agreed and tried the ‘free’ places and went on sightseeing
excursions with spouses when the wind became more than we wanted
to shoot line into.
Remember that part about calm days being rare. Monday turned out
to be one of those days. We met Rick Hartman at the docks at Arroyo
Colorado early - as in 6:30 with an hour drive to get there. Down the
river towards the bay he took us but a few miles along, he cut into one
of the side bays. The water should be just right – well maybe a couple
inches deeper than he would like it. This was to be the first of three or
more places he had in mind.
We see swirls and busy water – maybe a few tails after getting into the
back bay. The fish don’t seem to be where they were a few days earlier
– maybe they are farther back. I start and get shots at a few that aren’t
cooperating. They look or go after the fly but don’t seem to pick it up.
This is when we learn ‘You don’t set the hook like fishing for trout’. Keep
the rod pointed at the fish. Tighten on the line until you feel it tug and
strip strike. Don’t that the fly away before they grab it. Do not – repeat do not lift the rod tip until you know it is hooked. (And you know when
that is). I get a fish, Tom gets a fish, I break off and it is Tom’s turn again.
Rick poles the boat from one set of tails to the next. He expects the fish
to clear out and to move on to the next place mid - maybe late morning. The fish usually move out when tide goes out. Two inches higher
than normal and no wind seem to make a big difference today. We don’t
go 15 minutes without a shot at one. Of course we weren’t so accurate
with casts that we put it just ahead and just beyond the fish where it was
almost sure to pick it up. A little short. A little behind were the norm.
Now why didn’t I take more time practicing. We stayed in the same back
bay going from pod to pod until it was time to return to the dock. We
would have stayed all day if Rick didn’t have to pick up daughters from
school. He really wanted to keep fishing. Just say it was one of those
great days of being in right place at right time.
Bob Howard says he plans to have flats boat within a few months and
would entertain visitors from time to time if price was right. We never
got around to what that was – gas, beer, Crown Royal were all mentioned. I have phone number and mailing address if you are thinking of
heading that way.
Tom Horvath and his wife Mindy were the someone else along for the
trip. He may tell the story a bit different with a few additions I won’t
mention. You can’t be sure if he is enjoying himself in the picture with
the buff pulled up but I think he could be persuaded to try red fish
again.
Bob Harrison, DFC Trout Bum
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Plugged in an' Recharged...
Just a thought from Robert McKeon

I was thinking the other morning, as I plugged in my battery powered electric shaver for a recharge, how life would be a little better if I was to recharge some parts of my life. As a whole I’m pretty satisfied. I haven’t read
of my death in the newspaper recently or even care to- but looking back
on some experiences they somehow settled into memories I’ve had on my
favorite trout streams. Yeah, it sounds funny but some of those nights by
myself I felt re-charged after a few hours. For instance there was one night
I had on the Pere Marquette River (Michigan) all to myself- and a stretch
I could easily wade and work my Orvis Far and Fine. There was no hatchabove me, gray skies and a coolness to the air. I put on an Adams Parachute
#14 and within 4 casts I had trout after trout. This went on for better than 2
1/2 hours. As I look back on that night I must have created my own hatch.
Peaceful as it was I was always recharged by the time I got back to the car
and had something cold to drink as I got out of my waders. I entered the
evening in my fly fishing journal and could hardly wait to call a couple of
my fishing buddies the next day. Our TU chapter didn’t have any meetings
during the summer months so a few contacts had to hear from me with my
leftover tales of the previous evening.
Oh, those were the nights! Other times my mind played in quick movie
frames sorting out the day I'd left behind as I stood in the stream. The
night might not have been too productive- but I was recharged still in need
to call a fishing buddy the next day. Not so much any more what with my
odd work schedule. And, yet while sitting here in my studio a few days
ago I dug out a couple of my treasured fly fishing journals from years back
and rejuvenated myself looking back on some of the nights in the past. It
gave me a chance to look into my roots of what I gained in the art of our
“silent sport,” flyfishing. I was at the moment sharing an experience while
thumbing through my written words of one of those night’s years ago. The
dates in my journal are past tense now but I could take myself back in time
and account for every presentation of my fly rod just before I felt the trout
pull me into his world. I was recharged then and even now as I thumbed
through my journals.
We're lucky DFC Trout Bums here in the Valley…we meet every month to
share in our experiences and gain new ones even before we head out on our
own journeys. In today’s economy we still want to meet up, talk, laugh and
pull together with memories of the streams or lakes. Some of us have the
desire to be leaders and tie flies, give reports, share stories with the written
word and/or share colorful visuals to draw people closer together. I see the
monthly meeting as a journal of our own to keep the flame fanned for fly
fishing. Each of us has something to say or listen to, and gain knowledge. In
a way it’s like plugging in the electric shaver and getting recharged.
I see our DFC Trout Bums only at meetings along with a few at board
meetings, fortunately for me the enthusiasm and joys expressed during
these brief encounters make me believe there is that unexplained wonder
that brings us together no matter how the economy has been forecasted. I
think it is, in part, due to our leadership in areas of our DFC structure to
keep the meetings and outings inviting along with the educational venues
that keep our interests positive. It all takes work by a few to keep the battery
charged so all can benefit. I see the results in the faces of members at the
meetings….all charged up and ready to go.
As I think back, after a DFC meeting driving home, I feel inspired
with the members and friends I just left. And, I was thinking here maybe I
should start a new set of journals…about the comradeship of the evening.
Well, at least with my schedule as I know it, I’ve got the opportunity to recharge my life by attending another meeting and hanging out.
R. McKeon
rmckeon2@cox.net
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NOTICE!!
DFC
Heads-Up!!

NEW DFC MEETING LOCATION!

Starting January 1, 2013, we will no longer meet at the American Legion Hall in Mesa. Please join us at our new location at the Elks Lodge in
Chandler located at Chandler Blvd and Pennington Rd (just east of Dobson). Dinners and drinks will still be available and you will no longer have
to eat in a smoke filled bar! We are very excited about this change and
hope to see you at the new facility.
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Right now, I'm in the middle of a backcast an' see something
just up stream of where I'm standing.
I'll get back with all of you real soon.

...
club meeting
See ya at the r 14, 2012
Novembe
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TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison
RafflesOpen, let us know if you are interested
in filling this spot

